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Dahab Associates, Inc.
Request for Proposal – 2016
Small Cap Core

Franklin Regional Retirement System
Company Name CornerCap Investment Counsel
Investment Style Small Cap Value
Product Name Fundametrics Small Cap Equity
1355 Peachtree Street, Suite 1700
Principal Address Atlanta, GA 30309
Telephone Number 404-870-0700
Email Address dtubbs@cornercap.com
Individual Completing this RFP Derek Tubbs
Position Associate PM / VP Institutional Development
Mailing Address (if different from above)
Telephone Number (if different from above) 404-968-2619
Fax Number 404-870-0770
Date Completed 10/31/2016

The undersigned certifies under penalties of perjury that this proposal has been
made and submitted in good faith and without collusion or fraud with any other
person. As used in this certification, the word "person" shall mean a natural
person, business, partnership, corporation, union, committee, club or other
organization, entity or group of individuals.

CornerCap Investment Counsel
Atlanta, GA
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Firm Name

CornerCap Investment Counsel

Summary
General Information:
Firm Name

CornerCap Investment Counsel

Product Name

Fundametrics Small Cap Equity

City, State of firm’s headquarters

Atlanta, GA

Name of Parent Company, or “Independent”

Independent

Tax-Exempt Assets Under Management

$241 mm

Total Assets Under Management
Year Founded

$921 mm
1989

Year Registered

1989

Contact Name

Derek Tubbs

Contact Number

404-968-2619

Contact Email

dtubbs@cornercap.com

Which of the following types of products are available for this search? You may offer multiple product types if
you choose. Indicate with an “X.” There will be room to elaborate on the product offerings elsewhere in this
document.
This selection should indicate that any minimum account sizes for the product are either met or waived for this
search.
Separate Account

X

Commingled Funds
Mutual Fund

X
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Equity Product Information:

Please provide the following figures for a representative account, with the data as of the end of 3rd
Quarter 2016 only.
Do not submit the following data for any other quarter, even if footnoted as such.
It is acceptable to submit preliminary data, if necessary.
Only provide statistics for indicated time-periods.
Do not put “since inception” statistics in lieu of the requested time-period.
If statistics for a given time period are not available, leave the response area blank.
All statistics must be based on quarterly numbers, never monthly, even when the question isn’t
explicit in that regard.
All statistics should be made with regard to the following benchmark:
Russell 2000
Do not submit statistical data compared to any other benchmark, even if your product is traditionally
benchmarked against a different index, even if you choose to indicate it as such.
Product Name
Style (Core, Growth, Value) Please answer as to your firm’s
specific classification of this product.
Typical Number of Securities Held

Fundametrics Small Cap Equity
Value
225

Portfolio Turnover, 12-month rolling (%)

141%

P/E of typical portfolio- Estimate

14.28x

P/E of typical portfolio- Trailing

18.09x

5-year information ratio

1.26

5-Year Tracking Error

3.79

5-year Upside Capture Ratio

110.44

5-year Downside Capture Ratio

60.74

5-year R-squared statistic

92.61

Strategy Inception

8/31/2006

Benchmark Used for Above and below statistics (Must be the
required benchmark as indicated)

Russell 2000

Benchmark for product
Total Assets In This Strategy
Soft/Hard Close Amount for the Strategy
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3-Year

5-Year

Alpha

4.11

4.57

Batting Average
(% of quarters beating benchmark)

50.00

60.00

Standard Deviation

12.35

13.91

Beta

0.90

0.98
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Firm Affiliation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is the firm independent?
Yes
Is the firm registered under the Investment Advisors Act of 1940?
Is the firm minority owned? If so, what percent?
No
Is the firm women owned? If so, what percent?
Minor, 1%
Is the firm a subsidiary of, or related in any way to:

Yes

A brokerage firm No
Insurance company No
A bank No
Other No
6.
7.

8.

What is the name of the parent company?
N/A
Please provide details of the ownership structure of the firm.
CornerCap is an S-Corporation that is 100% employee owned. Founder and CEO, Tom Quinn, owns
approximately 55% of the outstanding equity as of 12/31/2015, while thirteen other employees own the
remaining 45%.
An orderly succession plan was developed and continues to be implemented. It has three parts: investment
strategy, management and ownership. The transition of investment strategy responsibilities was completed
when Cannon Carr was hired in 2007. Mr. Carr took over as CIO, chairs the investment committee and leads
the overall investment direction of the firm. The management and ownership transition is ongoing. Tom
Quinn, remains the CEO, but has created a management committee which is responsible for the strategic
direction and business operations of the firm. Members of that committee include Tom Quinn, Cannon Carr
and Richard Bean. The purpose of the ownership transition is two-fold: to affect an orderly transfer of the
equity of the business and, with success, to allow the firm to remain completely independent. Tom Quinn
dilutes his ownership by about 5% annually through the award of long term incentive shares and through
providing equity available for sale to employees on a selective basis.
If the firm is related in any fashion (financially or otherwise) to any other entity, explain.
N/A
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General Background Information
1.

Please indicate the types of accounts that your firm currently manages:
Domestic Equity X
Fixed Income X
Balanced X
International
Global

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Socially Conscious
Hedge Fund of any type
Institutional Mutual Funds X
Retail Mutual Funds X

Please provide the location and function of each of the firm’s offices.
Headquarters: Investment Management, Sales, Marketing and Client Service, Compliance, Operations
1355 Peachtree Street
Suite 1700
Atlanta, GA 30309
Branch office: Sales, Marketing and Client Service
6101 Carnegie Blvd.
Suite 550
Charlotte, NC 28209
Please give a brief history of the firm.
The former President and Chief Investment Officer (Gene Hoots and Tom Quinn, respectively) of RJR
Investment Management Co. founded CornerCap Investment Counsel in 1989 after the leveraged buyout
of RJR/Nabisco by Kohlberg Kravis Roberts. Prior to founding CornerCap, Mr. Quinn and Mr. Hoots
oversaw the $4 billion RJR Nabisco pension fund, and also served as the in-house advisers with day-to-day
management responsibility for $600 million of the pension fund. While at RJR they developed a research
system and investment approach rooted in an unemotional appraisal of company-specific growth forecasts
relative to current valuation levels. Starting in 1989, they took their sophisticated institutional approach and
applied it to their client portfolios, steadily growing the firm organically from an initial asset base of $5
million. Along the way, the firm developed its infrastructure, hiring additional investment professionals and
support staff to build a platform that would be attractive to institutional investors looking for an
independent, stable, competent investment management firm. The firm started a more concerted
institutional marketing effort with the hiring of a business development professional in the summer of
2013.
When was the firm founded?
3/1/1989
When was it registered as an investment advisor?
12/18/1989
When did the firm begin to manage tax exempt accounts?
3/1/1989
Describe the level of error and omission insurance coverage the firm carries.
CornerCap carries $2,000,000 of cumulative errors and omissions insurance coverage that resets each annual
period.
Are you now the subject of a SEC or other regulatory body sanction? If so, explain.
No
Has the firm ever been subject to a SEC or other regulatory body sanction? If so, explain.
No
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10.
11.

12.

13.

Discuss, in detail, any litigation brought against the firm in the last five years.
N/A
Please provide details on the financial condition of the firm.
CornerCap is comfortably profitable and has always been managed in a financially conservative manner
protecting both our clients and employees. The firm has never used debt financing. We maintain a credit line
of $300,000 for emergency use, but have not drawn upon it. In addition and separately, enough cash is
retained to cover at least six months of expenses. The financial crisis of 2008 highlighted the effectiveness of
this approach—the firm was running at a loss for three months, but did not need layoffs to remain viable.
CornerCap recovered with the team and client base completely intact.
Provide a breakdown of assets by type of Investment Strategy. (for example, Mid Cap Growth, Core Fixed
Income, Emerging Markets, etc.) You may add additional rows to this table as needed.
Investment Strategy
# of Accounts
$ Value
Fundametrics Small Cap Equity
5
$118 mm
Fundametrics Large Cap Equity
3
$ 22 mm
Fundametrics SMID Cap Equity
1
$ 1 mm
Other Equity
133
$112 mm
Fixed Income
14
$ 7 mm
Balanced / Multi-Asset
490
$661 mm

Please provide a breakdown of the FIRM’S accounts & assets in the following table:

Tax Exempt Assets:
ERISA
Public
Taft-Hartley
Endowment
Foundation
Religious Order
Other
Total Tax-Exempt
Taxable Assets:
Personal Trusts
Commingled
Total Taxable
Mutual Funds:
Equity
Fixed Income
Money Market

# of Accounts

$ Value

12
0
0
1
14
2
253
282

$ 20 mm
0
0
$ 1 mm
$ 26 mm
$ 2 mm
$192 mm
$241 mm

361

$524 mm

361

$524 mm

3

$155 mm
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Total Mutual Funds
Overall Total
14.

Overall Total

16.

$155 mm

646

$921 mm

Provide a breakdown of the PRODUCT’S accounts & assets in the following table:

Tax Exempt Assets:
ERISA
Public
Taft-Hartley
Endowment
Foundation
Religious Order
Other
Total Tax-Exempt
Taxable Assets:
Personal Trusts
Commingled
Total Taxable
Mutual Funds:
Equity
Fixed Income
Money Market
Total Mutual Funds

15.

3

# of Accounts

$ Value

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
$2 mm
$2 mm

3

$8mm

3

$8 mm

1

$108 mm

1

$108 mm

5

$118 mm

What are your firm’s plans for growth of these assets?
Growth of the Fundametrics® Small Cap Equity assets is dependent on successful introduction of the strategy
in the institutional channel. An initial investment to achieve this goal was made in June 2013 with the hiring
of a dedicated institutional sales and client service professional. This investment has resulted in approval on
two emerging manager of manager platforms and interest from various institutional consulting firms.
The firm's Fundametrics® Small Cap Equity strategy is the initial focus of the push into the institutional
channel. The strategy has capacity up to $1.5B. Near term goals are to grow the strategy to $250mm $500mm within the next 18 - 24 months. In addition to traditional institutional investment consultants and
the emerging manager of manager channel the firm has pursued direct plan sponsor and potential sub-advisory
relationships. Further, CornerCap established an institutional share class of its CornerCap Small Cap Value
mutual fund effective 12/15/15. With a lower expense ratio and higher minimum account size than the
investor share class, it should appeal to smaller institutions and defined contribution plans.
Are there plans for limiting growth in any of the above areas?
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17.

18.

The only limiting factor to growth, at this point, is the overall capacity of the strategy of $1.5 billion. The only
channel that we’d consider limiting is sub-advisory.
How does your firm plan to staff the growth of the firm described above?
We believe the current team of four individuals—the CIO, the Director of Research /PM, a research analyst
and the dedicated institutional sales and service professional—will be sufficient for the first $250mm in assets
in the Fundametrics® Small Cap Strategy. Our goal is to keep substantial costs associated with the firm’s
institutional investment management variable. Thereafter, our growth plan prioritizes adding a junior trader
and a client service assistant. Adding a trader is dependent on overall growth in small cap assets. Growth in
client service staff will be dependent on the number of unique institutional client relationships to ensure a high
quality customer experience.
Give five (5) references for your services.
Janice Osugi
Progress Investment Management
33 New Montgomery Street, 19th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94105
josugi@progressinvestment.com
415-512-3480
Affiliation: Emerging Manager of Manager Program. Approved on the firm’s platform.
Todd Slate
Winston Salem Foundation
751 W. 4th Street, Suite 200
Winston-Salem, NC 27101
Todd.slate@wsfoundation.org
336-725-2382
Affiliation: Long-standing CornerCap Institutional Client. Not directly invested in Fundametrics® Small Cap
Equity.
Cesar Gonzales
Senior Vice President
FIS Group
1818 Market Street, Suite 3205
Philadelphia, PA 19103
cgonzales@fisgroup.com
267-765-1222
Affiliation: Emerging Manager of Manager Program.
Frederick H. Cooke
First Vice President - Wealth Management Managed Accounts Consultant
UBS Financial Services, Inc.
317 West Barbee Chapel Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
frederick.cooke@ubs.com
919-918-2342
Affiliation with CornerCap: Consultant to institutional account that migrated to Fundametrics® Small Cap
Dick Boger
Independent Director
CornerCap Mutual Funds
1355 Peachtree Street, NE
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19.

Atlanta, GA 30309
dboger@lex-tek.com
404-274-1281
Affiliation: Independent mutual fund board member who made decision to migrate to Fundametrics® Small
Cap
State the average size of the firm’s 5 largest tax-exempt funds.

20.

Indicate the number & assets of tax-exempt accounts the FIRM gained & lost in each category:

Gained
Public
ERISA
Taft-Hartley
Endowment
Foundation
Religious Order
Other
Total

2011
#
0
2
0
0
3
0
62
67

Lost
Public
ERISA
Taft-Hartley
Endowment
Foundation
Religious Order
Other
Total

2012

$
0
2mm
0
0
7mm
0
10mm
19mm

#
0
3
0
0
2
0
47
52

2011
#
0
0
0
0
1
0
24
25

2013

$
0
1mm
0
0
1mm
0
12mm
14mm

#
0
0
0
0
1
0
34
35

2012

$
0
0
0
0
3mm
0
12mm
15mm

#
0
1
0
0
3
0
32
36

2014

$
0
0
0
0
2mm
0
9mm
11mm

#
0
1
0
0
1
0
40
42

2013

$
0
1mm
0
0
5mm
0
7mm
13mm

#
0
2
0
0
0
0
19
21

2015

$
0
1mm
0
0
2mm
0
29mm
32mm

#
0
0
0
0
3
0
37
40

2014

$
0
3mm
0
0
0
0
7mm
10mm

#
0
1
0
0
0
0
40
41

$
0
0
0
0
7mm
0
50mm
57mm
2015

$
0
0mm
0
0
0
0
19mm
19mm

#
0
2
0
0
1
0
36
39

$
0
3mm
0
0
1mm
0
18mm
22mm

21.

Please discuss any unusually large number of accounts or assets lost.
The accounts lost in any one year reflected above is within the norms of the firm’s history. CornerCap is
comprised of approximately 80 – 85% high net worth and private client accounts. Each private client
relationship typically has multiple accounts. The number of gained and lost accounts reflect changes in client
objectives rather than actual client turnover. The remaining 15 – 20% of assets are institutional and have
remained relatively stable.

22.

Indicate the number & assets of tax-exempt accounts the PRODUCT gained & lost:

Gained

2011
#

2012
$

#

2013
$

18

#

2014
$

#

2015
$

#

$
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Public
ERISA
Taft-Hartley
Endowment
Foundation
Religious Order
Other
Total
Lost

23.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2011

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
5mm
5mm
2012

0
0
0
0
0
0
3
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
43mm
43mm
2013

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
3mm
3mm
2014

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2015

#
$
#
$
#
$
#
$
#
$
Public
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
ERISA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Taft-Hartley
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Endowment
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Foundation
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Religious Order
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Other
0
0
0
0
1
2mm
1
1mm
0
0
Total
0
0
0
0
1
2mm
1
1mm
0
0
For the PRODUCT, please discuss any unusually large # of accounts or assets lost.
The product has lost three accounts over the course of its history. Two of those accounts shifted to different
vehicles within the strategy resulting in no net loss of assets. One was a co-mingled product that dissolved as
clients were migrated either to a separate account, the mutual fund or another investment option within the
firm and the other account shifted from a separate account to the mutual fund. The only lost assets in the
composite occurred in 2009, when an employee retired from CornerCap and wanted to diversify his
investments.
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In the following table, list the 5 clients (or all clients, if fewer than 5 in the strategy) with the most invested in the product
(including clients that aren’t included in the composite), and the requested details.
If the client is public (or you may disclose its name) please do. Otherwise state the type of client (e.g. Taft-Hartley,
Foundation, Sub-Advisory, Mutual Fund, etc.).
For Vehicle, potential choices would include (but aren’t limited to) Separate Account, Commingled Fund, CIT, Mutual
Fund, etc.
Client Name or Type

$ Invested

State (or Nation)

1
2

CornerCap Small Cap Fund
Trade Association

$108 mm
$4 mm

Georgia
North Carolina

3

HNW

$3 mm

Georgia

4

Corporation

$3 mm

Georgia

5

HNW

$2 mm

Georgia

20

Investment
Vehicle
Year
2013
Mutual Fund
2013
Separate
Account
2006
Separate
Account
2013
Separate
Account
2013
Separate
Account

Included In
Composite?
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Investment Philosophy Implementation
1.

Describe the structure of the product’s investment team, including how many members the team has and the
responsibilities of each member. Include an organizational chart which details the flow of information used in
the decision making process.
Jeff Moeller, CFA and Cannon Carr are the portfolio managers and ultimate decision makers for the
Fundametrics® Small Cap Value strategy. They are supported by Josh Tucker, CFA, a research analyst, and
the firm’s investment committee which is made up of senior members of the firm.
The investment committee provides counsel, guidance and oversight on implementation of the
Fundametrics® research system to ensure the product remains consistent with its philosophy and process.
Any changes or enhancements to the process, including the Fundametrics® research system, must be vetted
and approved by the investment committee. The investment committee does not review or approve buy and
sell decisions for the strategy.
The process is then executed and implemented solely by the portfolio managers. Fundametrics® research is
processed weekly with results filtered into the proprietary Optimizer portfolio optimization software.
Recommendations for sells and buys are reviewed and approved by the portfolio managers before being sent
to trading for execution.

2.

How long have the key members of the team worked with this product? Have there been additions or
departures in the last 3 years for the team managing the proposed product? Please explain.
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The product’s inception date was 8/31/2006.
PORTFOLIO MANAGERS:
Jeff Moeller, CFA: Since inception (10 years)
Cannon Carr: 8 years
RESEARCH ANALYST:
Joshua Tucker: 2.5 year
TRADER:
Charles Bettinger: 8 years
INVESTMENT COMMITTEE:
Tom Quinn, CFA, CPA: Since inception
Richard Bean, CFA, CPA: Since inception
Mark Tucker, CFA: 7 years
SALES and CLIENT SERVICE:
Derek Tubbs: 3 years
COMPLIANCE:
John Hackney: Since inception
TECHNOLOGY:
Huett Britt: since inception
Dan Fort: 7 years

3.

4.

Additions include a research analyst (Joshua Tucker: 2014) and a dedicated Sales and Client Service
professional (Derek Tubbs: 2013). There have not been any departures associated with this product.
What is the # of accounts and account volume (in $) that is handled by this team?
Jeff Moeller and Cannon Carr lead the institutional investment effort for CornerCap and are supported by
Josh Tucker. The firm purposely insulates these professionals from the direct private client / high net worth
business. As such, their primary responsibilities include directing the research effort and managing the three
CornerCap mutual funds, the Fundametrics® Small Cap Equity strategy and approximately 20 other primarily
institutional accounts.
As of 9/30/2016, CornerCap Investment Counsel had 646 accounts across approximately 325 relationships
totaling $921mm in assets. Richard Bean, Tom Quinn and Mark Tucker on the Investment Committee plus
four additional PMs/Client Service professionals, not listed in the above institutional breakdown, focus solely
on private client and high net worth relationships.
Do the same groups manage equity, fixed income, & balanced portfolios at the firm?
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5.
6.

Yes. Jeff Moeller and Cannon Carr manage balanced portfolios and large cap equity portfolios. Their specific
portfolio management duties are limited to the institutional composite accounts, mutual funds and <10% of
the total relationships of the firm. Other members of the investment committee and four additional portfolio
managers / client service professionals manage the remainder of the client accounts which are comprised of
equity, fixed income and balanced portfolios.
Does the firm employ a central trading desk?
Yes
If yes, describe the trading operation & the traders’ qualifications.
Charles Bettinger is CornerCap’s Director of Trading and has over 16 years of experience as a trader. Prior to
joining CornerCap in 2008, he spent 10 years as a marker maker/equity trader for Goldman Sachs on the
NYSE. Charles oversees all equity, fixed income and mutual fund trading as well as being an active researcher
of new investment vehicles. He has held the series 7 and 63 licenses.
The firm’s trader is charged with finding the best execution available, given the constraints imposed by clients.
The trading parameters for each security are unique to that security, but all share common issues the trader
must address: liquidity sources, trading volume trends and market impact costs. The trader is constrained by
CFA Institute and SEC standards and regulations to ensure fair dealing with all clients. Sell orders, which are
sent simultaneously, are rotated for execution according to a list of custodians maintained internally. This
procedure ensures no particular client receives regular preference on sells. When the trader receives multiple
buy orders for the same security, the same custodian rotation procedure is used.

7.
8.

The trader is constantly seeking the best source of liquidity for trades. ECNs like Instinet are used when that
market is advantageous in terms of control and anonymity. Crossing networks like ITG and Liquidnet are also
utilized, as well as brokers specializing in finding natural sources of liquidity. The trader continually searches
for additional sources of liquidity that will enable the firm to minimize market impact costs. Market impact
and opportunity costs are more significant than commissions but less easily quantified. Commissions average
between $0.005 –$0.03 cents/share, and the PMs and Trader seek to understand the drivers of the unmeasurable trading costs so as to improve the portfolio's total return for the firm's clients.
Does the firm have an investment committee?
Yes
If yes, describe how it operates & the background/experience of the members.
The investment committee, made up of senior members of the firm, provides counsel, guidance and oversight
of research and portfolio implementation to ensure the overall investment implementation remains consistent
with its philosophy and process. Any changes or enhancements to the Fundametrics® research system which
supports the Fundametrics® Small Cap Equity strategy must be vetted and approved by the investment
committee.
J. Cannon Carr, Jr.

Chief Investment Officer
Cannon is the Chief Investment Officer of CornerCap. He joined the firm in June 2007, after being a client
for over seven years, and leads the weekly investment committee meetings. Prior to joining CornerCap,
Cannon was a senior equity analyst at CIBC World Markets (formerly Oppenheimer), covering IT business
services (2006-07), wireless services (2001-05), and emerging telecom (1998-05). Cannon has provided
commentary on CNBC, CNN, Lou Dobbs MoneyLine, and Bloomberg News. He has also been quoted in the
New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, and Fortune, among other publications. He was rated
a five-star analyst by Zachs Research in 2006. Cannon has an MBA from Columbia Business School and a BA
from Princeton University in Political Economy. Cannon heads the investment committee for the Wesleyan
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College endowment, serves as Treasurer and head of the investment committee for the Technical College
System of Georgia Foundation, is an officer at the Atlanta Rotary Club, and serves as Chair of the Georgia
Tennis Foundation.
Thomas E. Quinn, CFA, CPA

CEO
Tom is CEO of CornerCap Investment Counsel and is a member of the investment committee. He and Gene
Hoots co-founded the firm, which was incorporated in 1989. Tom is also President and Treasurer of the
CornerCap Group of Funds. His previous positions included being Chief Investment Officer of RJR
Investment Management, Inc., the investment advisory subsidiary of RJR Nabisco, and a consultant for
Arthur Andersen & Co. He is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Charterholder and a member of the CFA
Institute and the Atlanta Society of Finance and Investment Professionals. He is a certified public accountant
(CPA) and a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). Tom serves as
Chairman of the Episcopal Diocese of Atlanta Foundation and Chairman of the Episcopal Diocese of Atlanta
Long Term Investment Committee for the Diocese's Common Fund. He is also Chairman of the Midtown
Atlanta Rotary Foundation and serves on the Board of the Church Investment Group. He has an MS in
Industrial and Systems Engineering from Ohio University and an MBA from the University of North Carolina
at Greensboro.
Richard T. Bean, CFA, CPA

Senior Vice President and Portfolio Manager
Richard is a Senior Vice President of CornerCap Investment Counsel and member of the investment
committee. He oversees the wealth advisory practice. Prior to joining the firm in 1996 he worked for an
employee benefits and actuarial firm. He is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Charterholder and a member
of the CFA Institute and the Atlanta Society of Finance and Investment Professionals. He is also a certified
public accountant (CPA) and a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
Richard has a BS in Finance from the University of Southern Mississippi.
Jeffrey P. Moeller, CFA

Director of Research and Portfolio Manager
Jeff is the Director of Research and Portfolio Manager, overseeing the day-to-day execution of Fundametrics®
and research of the firm’s investment products. He is a member of the investment committee and Portfolio
Manager. He co-manages the three CornerCap mutual funds (Small Cap Value, Large/Mid Cap Value, and
Balanced). Jeff joined CornerCap in 2000 and served as the firm’s trader for three years. He returned in 2004
in his present capacity. Jeff is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Charterholder and a member of the CFA
Institute and the Atlanta Society of Finance and Investment Professionals. He has a BS in Finance from
Oklahoma State University.
Mark H. Tucker, CFA (no relation to Josh Tucker)

Portfolio Manager
Mark is a Portfolio Manager and a member of the investment committee. He also oversees CornerCap’s
proprietary statistical modeling and analysis tools. Prior to joining CornerCap in 2009, Mark served as a
portfolio manager and securities analyst at a local Atlanta investment advisory firm. He previously worked in
the equity research department of SunTrust Robinson Humphrey. He is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA)
Charterholder and a member of the CFA Institute and the Atlanta Society of Finance and Investment
Professionals. He has a BA in Economics from The University of the South–Sewanee.
Joshua Tucker, CFA (no relation to Mark Tucker)
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Research Analyst
Josh is a Research Analyst and a member of the investment committee. He joined CornerCap in January 2014
after completing a research internship with the firm in 2013. Josh holds an MBA from Scheller College of
Business at Georgia Institute of Technology and a BS in Business Administration with a major in Finance
from Mississippi State University. Prior to business school, Josh worked as a research associate where he was
responsible for individual stock analysis as well as macroeconomic research. He is a Chartered Financial
Analyst (CFA) Charterholder and a member of the CFA Institute and the Atlanta Society of Finance and
Investment Professionals.
9.

If applicable, how often does the investment committee meet?
The investment committee meets every two weeks or more frequently as needed.
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Equity Investment Philosophy
1.

Please indicate which categories most correctly identify the equity investment style of the product:
Large Cap
Mid Cap
Small Cap
Micro Cap
All Cap
Value
Relative Value
Deep Value
Growth
GARP

2.

3.

Core
Bottom-Up
Top-Down
Momentum
Sector Rotator
Market Neutral
Low P/E
Quantitative
Fundamental
Index Funds

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

In one or two brief sentences, please state the product’s investment philosophy.
We believe alpha can be generated by minimizing human emotion and capitalizing on regression to the mean
through a contrarian relative value discipline. In the Fundametrics® Small Cap Equity strategy, CornerCap
looks to capture the information inefficiency observed in small companies.
Describe the equity investment philosophy including how buy and sell decisions are made.
PHILOSOPHY:
We believe that human emotion creates extremes in markets, and therefore opportunity. We further believe
that if we can minimize our own emotions and rely on the principle of “regression to the mean” to capitalize
on the emotions of others, we can produce superior returns. Independent thinking and a conservative value
orientation are at the core of the firm's beliefs. To implement the strategy’s philosophy consistently and
objectively, we rely on CornerCap's proprietary multi-factor fundamental model, Fundametrics®, which
identifies value and favorable excess return characteristics.
Identification of value and favorable appreciation characteristics starts with CornerCap's proprietary multifactor fundamental model, called Fundametrics®. This is an unemotional, disciplined method of ranking
stocks that favors low valuation, but also uses elements of GARP, momentum and risk. In general, value
factors comprise 65 – 75% of the model, GARP and momentum make up 25 – 35% of the model and
Financial Warnings act as an overlay. CornerCap has been ranking stocks in Fundametrics® for over two
decades and has actual, not back-tested, returns to support any enhancements or adjustments made to
individual factors or the overall model. The firm also views emotion as an alpha detractor. It is inevitable that
past experiences and behavior biases creep into decision making. With the Fundametrics® portfolios,
emotion is kept out of the decision making process and decisions are based on a composite of fundamental
factors that have proven to work over multiple market cycles.
INVESTMENT PROCESS SUMMARY:
The investment process consists of five steps to create the client portfolio. The first step is to narrow the
Compustat universe to those stocks that fit the minimum investment criteria. Those stocks are then run
through the Fundametrics® Alpha Composite and ranked by decile. The top 30% make up the strategy’s
Internal Benchmark. Those stocks are then evaluated through the Risk Composite or Financial Warnings
Overlay which either signals a sale to an existing holding or avoidance of a favorably rated stocks that carry
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excess risk and could result in costly mistakes. Buy candidates that improve diversification are purchased
when cash is available. The last step is the qualitative review to insure data accuracy and to limit ranking
impacts from impending events (i.e. future acquisitions, new earnings report, etc.). The result is a fully
invested and diversified portfolio of 200 - 250 equally weighted positions. Cash is purely frictional and is not
used for return or risk avoidance purposes.

FUNDAMETRICS® RESEARCH:
The small cap space offers opportunity to produce alpha given the breadth of companies, limited coverage by
analysts and human biases, all resulting in an inefficient market. CornerCap has been ranking stocks on
fundamental factors since 1989 and has accumulated a large breadth of unbiased data to determine what
factors discriminate across all market capitalizations. CornerCap does not start with the Russell 2000 Value
constituents. Its universe is much broader adding to active share within the portfolio. Utilizing
CapIQ/Compustat data the entire universe of stocks, approximately 3900 names, is screened initially to
exclude companies that do not meet minimum criteria:
Minimum Criteria:
•
Trades on a national exchange and is incorporated in the US
•
Market cap between $100 million and $3 billion
•
Sales greater than $25 million annually
•
Closing price greater than $4.50
•
Have analyst earnings estimates.
The initial screen also eliminates investment companies and limited partnerships. The stocks that meet the
minimum criteria then make up the small cap Galaxy which is approximately 1500 names per week. Stocks
that make up the small cap Galaxy are then run through the Fundametrics® Alpha Composite for the
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Universe of stocks and a Fundametrics® Alpha Composite specifically designed for each sector. Both
composites are made up of factors and attributes that are uncorrelated and alpha seeking. The universe
composite determines sector allocations while the sector specific composites helps narrow down and improve
stock selection.

Based on scores from these composites, the Galaxy is force ranked into deciles. The Fundametrics® Alpha
Composite is an unemotional, disciplined method of ranking stocks that favors low valuation, but also uses
elements of GARP, momentum and risk. In general, value factors comprise 65 – 75% of the composite
while GARP and momentum make up the remaining 25 – 35%. The top 30% ranking stocks make up the
Internal Benchmark for the strategy. This Internal Benchmark is the theoretical limit to returns as it assumes
frictionless trading and always getting Friday’s closing price. Our process, however, is designed to replicate as
closely as possible these model returns. By purchasing stocks from that Internal Benchmark, the portfolio
should outperform the Russell 2000 Value (see chart below with last 10 years of model returns).
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The investable universe is then processed through the internally developed Financial Warnings Overlay, or
risk composite. Financial Warnings reviews earnings quality, capital structure and profitability across the
universe with a separate set of warning indicators specific to banks and their unique capital structure. The
purpose is to identify and avoid those stocks that may rank well in the alpha composite but carry excess risk.
The chart below depicts the return profiles of those stocks that were in the top 30% of the Fundametrics®
research model (Buy rated stocks) divided into those that passed the Financial Warnings screen and were safe
to purchase (blue line), those with a warning (dotted brown line) and those with “sell” signals (red line). Over
the last 5 years, the Financial Warnings have added value by discriminating between lower and higher risk
stocks helping to lower the risk and potential performance drag to the portfolio.
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BUY / SELL DECISION:
Buy and sell decisions for the Fundametrics® Small Cap Equity strategy are systematic and unemotional in
their implementation. New purchases for the portfolio must meet three criteria: Rank within the top 2
deciles of the composite; Add diversity to the portfolio by comparing portfolio industry weights to industry
weights of the Internal Benchmark; Pass the Financial Warnings overlay. The Financial Warnings overlay is a
risk management tool designed to avoid costly mistakes by avoiding favorably ranked stocks with
deteriorating fundamentals.
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The primary sell decision is based on a company’s decile rank in the composite. CornerCap’s data shows that
performance suffers once a company’s rank falls into the 5th decile rank. Sales can also be triggered if a
company has a poor financial warnings score, if the percentage of holdings outside the buy range (deciles 1-3)
exceeds 10%, if a holding is unranked within the Alpha Composite for two weeks, or a holding's market
capitalization exceeds $5 billion. Positions will be trimmed if they appreciate 50% above the average position
size. Conversely, shares will be added to an existing position if it falls below 35% of the average position size
and is still favorably ranked.
QUALITATIVE REVIEW:
Every stock that is purchased or sold from the portfolio is reviewed by the portfolio manager. This review is
primarily focused on data integrity and accuracy as well as news or financial events that may not yet be
reflected in the stock (i.e. special dividends, M&A activity, financial restatement or upcoming earnings
announcement). This review is completed with the help of an internally developed spreadsheet that allows
the PM to efficiently review the firm’s historical financial information.

4.

PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION:
Portfolio construction is designed to replicate, as closely as possible, the returns of the Internal Benchmark.
Based on extensive research, the best probability to match these returns is to automate the factors in the
qualitative review process that add value. Optimizer, CornerCap’s proprietary portfolio construction tool, is
designed to optimize the Fundametrics® Small Cap Equity composite against the firm’s Internal Benchmark
at the GICS sub-industry level. The result is an unemotionally constructed, diversified portfolio that is
targeted to hold between 200 - 250 equally weighted stocks.
When was the investment philosophy established?
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5.

6.

7.

8.

The investment philosophy was established in the late 1970’s by co-founders Gene Hoots and Tom Quinn
while selecting and working with outside asset managers for R.J. Reynolds pension plan and foundation. The
philosophy was further refined throughout the 1980’s when a portion of the pension assets were brought “inhouse”. The founders and creators of the philosophy are still very active at CornerCap. Tom Quinn serves
as CEO and sits on the Investment Committee. Gene Hoots works from the firm’s Charlotte office and
primarily does business development and client service.
Has this philosophy been implemented for the last five years? If not, are the creators of the previous
philosophy still with the firm?
Yes.
What is considered to be the competitive advantage of the philosophy?
The competitive advantage of this philosophy is that it seeks to exploit mispriced assets created by investor
emotions. We believe that past experiences and behavior biases creep into decision making for even the most
seasoned investor. With the Fundametrics® portfolios, emotion is left out of the decision making process
and new information can be assimilated and acted upon. In this way, Fundametrics® eliminates time delays
associated with traditional, manual analysis and decisions.
In addition, we believe our research data, proprietary technology platforms, and programming expertise are
competitive advantages. The research system has over 20 years of actual, not back-tested, data to provide real
life situations to incorporate the best factors at the optimal levels.
Research and development on
Fundametrics® will continue to be a focus of the firm. The firm’s proprietary software and systems ensure
that our research decisions are implemented quickly and efficiently, and in line with client mandates. This
technology advantage is maintained through substantial investment in systems, databases and expertise.
What changes have been made to the investment process in the past 5 years?
CornerCap's Fundametrics® research system has been gathering real data on various factors for over two
decades. This dataset provides an opportunity for the portfolio managers to research and evaluate new
potential factors prior to incorporating them into the Fundametrics® Alpha Composite or Financial
Warnings Overlay. The Fundametrics® research system provides a very Research and Development friendly
environment where ideas can be created, tested and observed relative to the existing model prior to
implementation.
Based on this research, four enhancements were made to the Fundametrics® Small Cap "Alpha" composite
over the past 5 years. The first was to de-emphasize second tier alpha factors that were highly correlated with
each other. Those weights were then reallocated to stronger, more diversified alpha generators. The second
was adding a relative PE factor which, based on our research, showed good discrimination and low
correlation to other factors in the composite. The third was to incorporate a 50% weighting to sector
composites made up of alpha attributes specific to each sector. This, combined with the 50% weight to the
universe composite, provide a ranking with better stock selection capabilities. The final change was to
incorporate REITs into the portfolio by developing and utilizing a separate “sector composite” for the REIT
universe.
In what market environments is the strategy expected to outperform/underperform?
Outperformance Expectations: Each market environment is characterized by unique events and how
humans react to those events is unpredictable. CornerCap’s investment philosophy is to purchase stocks
with attractive fundamentals at below market valuations all while minimizing the effects of human emotion.
This strategy works well in many market environments, but in most cases two primary characteristics need to
be present for the Fundametrics® Small Cap Equity strategy to outperform. The first is an environment
where valuation matters. Valuation is the primary style that makes up our Fundametrics® Alpha composite.
When low valuation stocks outperform or are neutral, this strategy has outperformed its external benchmark.
The other characteristic is a rational market or a market that is not experiencing emotional extremes of greed
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or fear. Greed can lead to overvalued stocks driving performance (tech bubble of 1999) and fear can cause
prices to disconnect from fundamentals (credit crisis of 2008).

9.

Underperformance Expectations: The Fundametrics® Small Cap Equity strategy has the potential to
underperform its benchmark when prices disconnect from fundamentals. We have experienced this in
growth markets, which tend to favor higher valuation stocks, or in markets characterized by emotional
extremes of fear or greed. In addition, there some inherent characteristics of portfolio construction that
could also lead to underperformance. In particular, in a market environment larger market cap companies
dominate performance, the portfolio could underperform.
Please explain any significant quarterly underperformance over the past five years.
We define “significant” as greater than 100 bps of underperformance from the benchmark given the
product’s 5-year tracking error of approximately 400 bps relative to the Russell 2000 Value Index. In the last
5 years, this has occurred three times: 3Q 2012, 2Q 2014 and 2Q 2016.
The first period of underperformance (3Q 2012) was a market environment where the portfolio typically
outperforms the benchmarks. The Fundametrics®’ selection criteria performed well during the quarter, with
value, growth and momentum factors all showing discrimination. The underperformance was due to higher
tracking error relative to the Fundametrics® Internal Benchmark. Our subset of Fundametrics® buys that
comprise the portfolio underperformed by a higher percentage than is typical. The tracking error was largely
due to selection effect in consumer discretionary, industrials and financials.
Underperformance during the second quarter of 2014 was almost entirely due to the size effect. The largest
small cap stocks outperformed hindering the strategy’s equally weighted portfolio approach while benefitting
the cap weighted index. The market environment was characterized by valuation concerns in the equity
markets and in small caps in particular given the tremendous appreciation experienced during the previous
year.

10.

11.

12.

The latest quarter of significant underperformance occurred in 2Q 2016. This is a period where we would
expect to underperform as sentiment trumped fundamentals and valuation did not discriminate. In fact, the
Fundametrics® Alpha Composite and Financial Warning models were inverted, meaning the worst ranked
stocks outperformed the best ranked stocks. This is not entirely inconsistent with the rest of the market as
most major fundamental styles that we track, growth, momentum, value, yield, all experienced a similar
inversion.
Indicate the % of equity market capitalization as of the most recent quarter-end, as well as a range over the
last three years.
Current
3 year range
Micro Cap (<$100mm)
0%
0 – 4%
Small Cap ($100mm - $2b)
71%
71 - 96%
Mid Cap ($2b - $15b)
29%
4 - 29%
Large Cap (>$15b)
0%
0%
Indicate the median and average market capitalizations for the most recent quarter-end.
(Product)
(Benchmark)
Median Market Cap
1.1 B
635 mm
Average Market Cap
1.4 B
1.7 B
Please share some of the risk constraints that are used by the firm (e.g., maximum sector weightings,
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

20.

maximum % for an individual holding, tracking error, etc.)
Portfolio risk constraints include: 1) maximum sectors weights of 40% 2) maximum industry group weights
of 20% 3) holdings are equal weighted upon purchase. If a position grows to 150% of the portfolio’s
average stock position weighting, it will be trimmed. CornerCap does not set tracking error, beta or volatility
limits on the portfolio. However, beta is one of the factors within Fundametrics® monitored for extremes
on an ongoing basis.
Are your managers given an approved stock list?
No
If so, how many securities are typically on that list?
N/A
Are there provisions so that securities that are not on the approved list may be purchased?
N/A
Does the product invest in ADRs? If so, what are the current and maximum exposures?
No
Does the product invest in foreign ordinary shares?
No
Describe, in detail, the use of cash in the equity process.
Cash is frictional. The portfolio managers attempt to remain fully invested with a maximum limit of cash
holdings at 5%.
What range of cash is typical?
0 – 5%
For the most recent period available please indicate the Product’s top ten holdings:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Name
Parsley Energy Inc. (PE)
Greif Inc. (GEF)
Chemours Co. (CC)
Insight Enterprises (NSIT)
Tech Data Corp (TECD)
Dana Holdings Corp. (DAN)
Sanmina Corporation (SANM)
PRA Health Sciences Inc. (PRAH)
Autobytel Inc (ABTL)
Lakeland Bancorp Inc. (LBAI)

Industry
Independent Oil & Gas
Packaging & Containers
Specialty Chemicals
Application Software
Computers Wholesale
Auto Parts
Diversified Electronics
Medical Laboratories & Research
Internet Information Providers
Regional – Northeast Banks
% Total
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Research
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

What percentage of research is generated internally?
90
What percentage of research is obtained from outside sources?
10
Please describe how the research operation within your firm works.
At CornerCap, research resources are spent developing and testing attributes within
the Fundametrics® research system. Attributes generally fall into one of three
Fundametrics® attribute categories: alpha generation, risk avoidance or general
characteristic. Sources of attributes include white papers, academic research or
variations on existing attributes. Any of the investment professionals can introduce
an attribute which is then programmed into the Fundametrics® Research System for
tracking. Each attribute is evaluated using live data and live returns to determine if it
adds value across a universe of stocks or to stocks within a sector. Attributes that
demonstrate potential value add are tested for correlation within the alpha
composite for “alpha” factors and the risk composite for “risk” factors. Approval is
needed from the investment committee before implementing any changes to the
composite models.
With the Fundametrics® Small Cap strategy, each specific attribute and overall step
of the process is tested and monitored to verify it adds value and warrants inclusion.
Part of the strategy’s success stems from the elimination of subjective decision
making from the process.
Please describe how your firm obtains and pays for outside research reports.
CornerCap’s primary research expenditures are to Standard and Poor’s for
fundamental and earnings data used in our Fundametrics® research
system. Expenditures are paid through a combination of soft and hard dollars.
CornerCap does not pay for individual outside research reports. Analyst research is
generally available through our data subscription through Thomson. CornerCap
does not compensate brokerage or sell-side research firms directly for access to
research.
Please name the three primary sources of data and/or analyses upon which your firm relies.
(1)
Fundametrics Research System (proprietary)
(2)
Standard & Poor’s CapIQ
(3)
Thomson Reuters
Who coordinates the firm’s research effort & what are their qualifications for that position.

Jeffrey Moeller, CFA is the Director of Research for the firm and one of the
portfolio managers for the Fundametrics® Small Cap Equity strategy. As Director
of Research, he champions, monitors and evaluates ongoing R&D efforts with the
Fundametrics® research platform. He is a member of the investment committee
and co-manages the three CornerCap mutual funds (Small Cap Value, Large/Mid
Cap Value, and Balanced). Jeff joined CornerCap in 2000 and served as the firm’s
trader for three years. He returned in 2004 in his present capacity. Jeff is a Chartered
Financial Analyst (CFA) Charterholder and a member of the CFA Institute and the
CFA Society of Atlanta. He has a BS in Finance from Oklahoma State University.
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Personnel
1.

2.

In the table below, indicate the appropriate number of employees employed in each category.
2012
2013
2014
Equity portfolio managers
2
2
2
Bond portfolio managers
0
0
0
Balanced fund managers
5
6
6
Equity research analysts
0
0
1
Bond research analysts
0
0
0
Economists
0
0
0
Management and Administrative
1
(Compliance, Operations)
1
1
Computer professionals
0
0
0
Clerical
1
1
1
Other (Marketing, Client
4
Service, Trading)
3
5
Total

2015
2
0
6
1
0
0
1
0
1
6

Please provide biographical information on all key members of the proposed product’s asset mgmt team,
including years of experience with this asset class & years with the firm.
PORTFOLIO MANAGERS:
Jeffrey P. Moeller, CFA
Years with Asset Class: 16
Years with Firm: 15

Director of Research and Portfolio Manager
Jeff is the Director of Research and Portfolio Manager, overseeing the day-to-day execution of
Fundametrics® and research of the firm’s investment products. He is a member of the investment committee
and Portfolio Manager. He co-manages the three CornerCap mutual funds (Small Cap Value, Large/Mid Cap
Value, and Balanced). Jeff joined CornerCap in 2000 and served as the firm’s trader for three years. He
returned in 2004 in his present capacity. Jeff is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Charterholder and a
member of the CFA Institute and the Atlanta Society of Finance and Investment Professionals. He has a BS
in Finance from Oklahoma State University.
J. Cannon Carr, Jr.
Years with Asset Class: 9
Years with Firm: 9

Chief Investment Officer
Cannon is the Chief Investment Officer of CornerCap. He joined the firm in June 2007, after being a client
for over seven years, and leads the weekly investment committee meetings. Prior to joining CornerCap,
Cannon was a senior equity analyst at CIBC World Markets (formerly Oppenheimer), covering IT business
services (2006-07), wireless services (2001-05), and emerging telecom (1998-05). Cannon has provided
commentary on CNBC, CNN, Lou Dobbs MoneyLine, and Bloomberg News. He has also been quoted in
the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, and Fortune, among other publications. He was
rated a five-star analyst by Zachs Research in 2006. Cannon has an MBA from Columbia Business School
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and a BA from Princeton University in Political Economy. Cannon heads the investment committee for the
Wesleyan College endowment, serves as Treasurer and head of the investment committee for the Technical
College System of Georgia Foundation, is an officer at the Atlanta Rotary Club, and serves as Chair of the
Georgia Tennis Foundation.
RESEARCH ANALYST:
Joshua Tucker, CFA
Years with Asset Class: 6
Years with Firm: 2.5

Research Analyst
Josh is a Research Analyst and a member of the investment committee. He joined CornerCap in January 2014
after completing a research internship with the firm in 2013. Josh holds an MBA from Scheller College of
Business at Georgia Institute of Technology and a BS in Business Administration with a major in Finance
from Mississippi State University. Prior to business school, Josh worked as a research associate where he was
responsible for individual stock analysis as well as macroeconomic research. He is a Chartered Financial
Analyst (CFA) Charterholder and a member of the CFA Institute and the Atlanta Society of Finance and
Investment Professionals.
TRADER:
Charles E. Bettinger
Years with Asset Class: 8
Years with Firm: 8

Director of Trading
Charlie is responsible for the trading at CornerCap Investment Counsel. He oversees all equity and fixed
income trading as well as assisting in research on new investment products. Prior to joining CornerCap in
2008, Charlie was an equity trader on the New York Stock Exchange for 10 years with Goldman Sachs.
SALES AND CLIENT SERVICE:
Derek M. Tubbs
Years with Asset Class: 8
Years with Firm: 3

Associate Portfolio Manager and Vice President Institutional Development
Derek is an Associate Portfolio Manager and the Vice President of Institutional Development for CornerCap.
He joined in 2013 with over 16 years of institutional investor experience and is a non-voting member of the
investment committee. His primary responsibility is to expand CornerCap’s reach with institutional investors.
Prior to joining CornerCap, Derek was a Senior Relationship Manager with a $15 billion equity team at Wells
Capital Management where he was the primary point of contact for the largest, most sophisticated and most
complicated institutional clients. Derek started his investment career in 1996 and spent the next 12 years in
institutional sales with both CIBC World Markets (formerly Oppenheimer) and Prudential Equity Group. He
has an MBA from the Kelley School of Business at Indiana University and earned his BA with honors from
Texas A&M University.
INVESTMENT COMMITTEE:
In addition to the above listed investment professionals, the following are the remaining members of the
investment committee. The investment committee’s primary duty is to provide counsel, guidance and
oversight on implementation of the investment process to ensure the product remains consistent with its
philosophy. The committee is led by Cannon Carr, Chief Investment Officer, who sets the agenda and focus
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of the committee. Any changes or enhancements to the investment process, including the Fundametrics®
research system, must be vetted and approved by the investment committee. The various backgrounds and
experiences of the members of the investment committee provide opportunity for spirited discussion and
debate to provide the best possible outcome for clients.
Thomas E. Quinn, CFA, CPA

CEO
Tom is CEO of CornerCap Investment Counsel and is a member of the investment committee. He and Gene
Hoots co-founded the firm, which was incorporated in 1989. Tom is also President and Treasurer of the
CornerCap Group of Funds. His previous positions included being Chief Investment Officer of RJR
Investment Management, Inc., the investment advisory subsidiary of RJR Nabisco, and a consultant for
Arthur Andersen & Co. He is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Charterholder and a member of the CFA
Institute and the Atlanta Society of Finance and Investment Professionals. He is a certified public accountant
(CPA) and a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). Tom serves as
Chairman of the Episcopal Diocese of Atlanta Foundation and Chairman of the Episcopal Diocese of
Atlanta Long Term Investment Committee for the Diocese's Common Fund. He is also Chairman of the
Midtown Atlanta Rotary Foundation and serves on the Board of the Church Investment Group. He has an
MS in Industrial and Systems Engineering from Ohio University and an MBA from the University of North
Carolina at Greensboro.
Richard T. Bean, CFA, CPA

Senior Vice President and Portfolio Manager
Richard is a Senior Vice President of CornerCap Investment Counsel and member of the investment
committee. He oversees the wealth advisory practice. Prior to joining the firm in 1996 he worked for an
employee benefits and actuarial firm. He is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Charterholder and a member
of the CFA Institute and the Atlanta Society of Finance and Investment Professionals. He is also a certified
public accountant (CPA) and a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
Richard has a BS in Finance from the University of Southern Mississippi.
Mark H. Tucker, CFA

Portfolio Manager

3.

4.

Mark is a Portfolio Manager and a member of the investment committee. He also oversees CornerCap’s
proprietary statistical modeling and analysis tools. Prior to joining CornerCap in 2009, Mark served as a
portfolio manager and securities analyst at a local Atlanta investment advisory firm. He previously worked in
the equity research department of SunTrust Robinson Humphrey. He is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA)
Charterholder and a member of the CFA Institute and the Atlanta Society of Finance and Investment
Professionals. He has a BA in Economics from The University of the South–Sewanee.
In the last 3 years, how many professional employees have left the firm for any reason?
There has been 1 departure in the past 3 years.
• 1 HNW Portfolio Manager / Client Service: left to pursue other opportunities
The former employee did not have a direct involvement in the Fundametrics® Small Cap Equity strategy.
What qualifications are typical of the PMs, include yrs w/ firm, $ under mgmt & # of accounts.
CornerCap portfolio managers typically have the following qualifications:
7+ years of experience in financial analysis
Advanced degrees and/or CFA designation (or working towards a CFA)
5+ years with the firm (although we have hired directly into PM roles)
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5.

6.

>$100mm AUM with the number of accounts varying by experience
Please describe the method of compensation employed for portfolio managers.
CornerCap Investment Counsel is an S-Corp. that is 100% employee owned. All
employees, including portfolio managers, are offered incentive ownership shares
based on established personal performance metrics that vest over a three year
period. Ownership shares are also offered for sale annually as Tom Quinn, CEO
and majority owner, transitions ownership to the next generation of investment
professionals. Each owner is paid a quarterly dividend based the revenues and
profitability of the firm. This long term incentive structure aligns the interests of the
owners with the success of the firm’s client portfolios. As of 12/31/2015, 14 of 17
employees own shares in the firm.
Please describe the method of compensation employed for research analysts.
The incentive structure for investment analysts is in line with that of other
employees of the firm. All employees, including analysts, are offered incentive
ownership shares based on established personal performance metrics that vest over
a three year period. Although specific analyst goals and performance metrics might
be established, the long term incentive structure aligns the interests of the owners
with the success of the firm’s client portfolios.
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Client Service

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Who would be the individual providing service for this client? Please provide a brief bio and description of
responsibilities for this individual.
Derek Tubbs will be the primary relationship manager for this client. He is the primary point of contact for
deposits, withdrawals, regular reporting, meeting coordination and other items requested by the client.
Bio:
Derek is an Associate Portfolio Manager and the Vice President of Institutional Development for CornerCap.
He joined in 2013 and has close to 20 years of institutional investor experience. He is a non-voting member
of the investment committee. His primary responsibility is to expand CornerCap’s reach with institutional
investors and provide institutional quality client service. Prior to joining CornerCap, Derek was a Senior
Relationship Manager with a $15 billion equity team at Wells Capital Management where he was the primary
point of contact for over 20 institutional clients. Derek started his investment career in 1996 and spent the
next 12 years in institutional sales with both CIBC World Markets (formerly Oppenheimer) and Prudential
Equity Group. He has an MBA from the Kelley School of Business at Indiana University and earned his BA
with honors from Texas A&M University.
What information about investments made in the submitted product is available to institutional clients in this
strategy? How regular/up-to-date is this information, and how detailed?
As part of the regular client service and reporting process, portfolio appraisal, attribution, transactions,
performance, a summary factsheet and commentary are available quarterly. Portfolio appraisals, attribution
and transactions are available at the sector or stock level. Performance can be updated monthly and can be
customized to time periods designated by the client. Performance by security can also be provided with both
realized and unrealized gain / loss reports and made available quarterly. All reports can be provided more
frequently (monthly) upon request. Fundametrics® ranking information for individual portfolio holdings is
also available upon request and is up to date as of the previous week.
Does your firm offer an online portal for accessing information about this product?
A client portal is available to both the client and the consultant (with client approval). The portal allows
direct access to all reporting documents.
How often does your firm create attribution reports for the portfolio (either on a perfunctory basis, or as
solicited by clients).
Attribution reports are created quarterly for previous quarter’s results. Other time
periods and frequencies can be provided upon request.
Would your firm have a representative accept invitations to present to the board on a regular basis (roughly
once per year, though possibly more or less often?) Would your firm be willing to have a portfolio manager
present to the board as part of those presentations?
A portfolio manager or associate portfolio manager will be available to present to
the board on a regular basis.
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Performance
1.

Is your firm in compliance with GIPS?

Yes

2.

If yes to the above, has your GIPS compliance been audited?

Yes

3.

If yes to the above, who performed the audit?

Ashland Partners

Performance – as of 3Q16
Investment Style
Product Name Used For Performance
Inception Date
Account Type
Benchmark Used
Portfolio Manager/Team Leader
Years Managing this Product

US Small Cap Value
Fundametrics Small Cap Equity Composite
8/31/2006
Separate Account Composite
Russell 2000
Jeffrey P. Moeller, CFA
10
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Only include RETURNS FOR COMPLETE YEARS’ performance in the table below.
Do NOT place returns for partial years in the table below, even if noted as incomplete.
Partial years and their performance may only go in the indicated box above.
Only complete years may be included in the returns below. List incomplete years,
if any, this product has had in the box to the right.

2006: 13.1% Gross v.
9.81; 13.1% Net; Period
from
inception
8/31/2006
to
12/31/2006.

Commingled Funds and Separate Accounts must provide Gross of Fees Returns
Mutual Funds should submit Gross of Fees numbers if you have access to those numbers,
and must provide Net of Fees numbers at a minimum.
Never delete any of the below columns for any reason, even if you are leaving it blank.
These returns are in addition to the requirement to submit a complete quarterly returns since
inception document, as described in the instructions section at the beginning of this RFP.

Are you providing Net of Fees instead of Gross of Fees returns below?
Indicate with an “X” to the right only if yes. Otherwise, leave blank.
(Only Mutual Fund submissions may do this)

Period

Return
Gross of Fees

Return
Net of Fees

Preferred
Benchmark
Return

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

-1.24
-35.74
38.47
30.54
1.59
18.88
49.58
6.97
-0.95

-1.80
-36.13
37.55
30.34
1.27
18.53
47.94
5.70
-2.14

-1.57
-33.79
27.17
26.85
-4.18
16.35
38.82
4.89
-4.41

1st Quarter 2016

2.46

2.15

2nd Quarter 2016

2.38

# of Accounts for
Product

3
2
2
2
3
6
5
5

4 mm
2 mm
3 mm
3 mm
3 mm
9 mm
68 mm
78 mm
100 mm

-1.52

5

105 mm

2.09

3.79

5

111 mm

5

118 mm

3rd Quarter 2016

8.26

7.95

9.05

Annualized 3-year

10.44

9.16

6.71

Annualized 5-year

20.58

19.44

15.82
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